Photo courtesy of Kristen Drum. LaRhonda Steele (pictured) and daughter Lauren blaze their own paths in the Portland music scene.

25TH SEASON PREMIERE

OREGON ART BEAT

LaRHONDA & LAUREN STEELE

OCTOBER 5, 8PM
1 SUNDAY

5:00 OPB Firing Line With Margaret Hoover | OPB America Outdoors With Baratunde Thurston Oregon: New Heights. Baratunde ventures across the state. (Also Sun 3pm)

5:30 OPB PBS News Weekend

6:00 OPB Outdoor Idaho This Is Rodeo. Get up close and personal to this exciting sport. | OPB Finding Your Roots Rising From the Ashes. Featuring actors Brian Cox and Viola Davis. (Also Sun 10pm)

7:00 OPB Help! We Bought a Village Ep 6 (Also Mon 12am) | OPB 36th Hispanic Heritage Awards (Also Sun 11pm)

8:00 OPB Professor T Season 2: The Trial. A caretaker is accused of murder. @ (Also Tue 1am) | OPB Voces on PBS Letters to Eloisa. Recount the life of writer José Lezama Lima.

9:00 OPB Masterpiece Unforgotten: Season 5, Ep 5. Sunny and Jess follow the clues. @ (Also Tue 2am) | OPB America Outdoors With Baratunde Thurston Oregon: New Heights (R)

10:00 OPB Masterpiece Van der Valk: Season 3, Ep 5. The team searches for answers. @ (Also Tue 3am) | OPB Finding Your Roots Rising From the Ashes (R)

11:00 OPB Masterpiece Baptiste: Season 1, Ep 4. The case is put in jeopardy. (Also Tue 4am) | OPB 36th Hispanic Heritage Awards (R)

2 MONDAY

7:00 OPB PBS NewsHour | OPB Towering Task: The Story of the Peace Corps

8:00 OPB Antiques Roadshow Vintage Hartford 2023, Hr 1 @ (Also Wed 1am)

9:00 OPB Oregon Experience Fort Vancouver. Fort Vancouver once served as a multicultural trading hub. (Also Wed 2am) | OPB POV Shorts Dreaming Life

9:30 OPB Oregon Experience Moon Country. Learn how Apollo astronauts trained in Central Oregon. (Also Wed 2:30am) | OPB Los Hermanos/The Brothers A geopolitical chasm forces two brothers to shelve their dreams.

10:00 OPB Antiques Roadshow Vintage Las Vegas 2021, Hr 1 (Also Wed 3am)

11:00 OPB POV Murders That Matter. Movita Johnson-Harrell transformed herself from victim to advocate. @ (Also Wed 9:30pm OPB) | OPB Our Time Teen Mental Health and Suicide in Black Families: Dom and I’ll Be There (Also Tue 7pm)

11:30 OPB Stories From the Stage Beyond Cancer (Also Tue 7:30pm)

3 TUESDAY

7:00 OPB PBS NewsHour (Also Wed 12am) | OPB Our Time Teen Mental Health and Suicide in Black Families: Dom and I’ll Be There (R)

7:30 OPB Stories From the Stage Beyond Cancer (R)

8:00 OPB Finding Your Roots Family Lost and Found. Featuring actor Joe Manganiello and football star Tony Gonzalez. (Also Sun 6pm OPB) | OPB NOVA Beyond the Elements: Reactions/Operation Lighthouse Rescue

9:00 OPB Becoming Frida Kahlo A Star Is Born. Love, trauma and politics shape Frida’s final years. @ (Also Fri 11pm OPB)

10:00 OPB Frontline The Astros Edge: Triumph and Scandal in Major League Baseball. Examine the Houston Astros cheating scandal. @ (Also Wed 11pm OPB) | OPB Evolution Earth Ice

11:00 OPB Power Trip: The Story of Energy Culture (Also Wed 7pm)

11:30 OPB The Latinx Photography Project A rural California town integrates two distinct ethnic and linguistic groups. (Also Thu 4am)

4 WEDNESDAY

7:00 OPB PBS NewsHour (Also Thu 12am) | OPB Power Trip: The Story of Energy Culture (R-Also Wed 10/11 11pm OPB)

8:00 OPB America Outdoors With Baratunde Thurston Utah: Choose Your Path. Utah is shaping outdoor culture. @ (Also Sun 5pm OPB) | OPB Across the Pacific Airbome. A Pan American Airways flying boat crossed the Pacific Ocean in 1935.

9:00 OPB NOVA Ancient Earth: Birth of the Sky. Earth transformed from a barren hellscap to capable of sustaining life. @ (Also Tue 9pm OPB) | OPB POV Shorts Team Mervyland

9:30 OPB POV Murders That Matter (R)

10:00 OPB Evolution Earth Grasslands @ (Also Tue 10pm OPB)

11:00 OPB Power Trip: The Story of Energy Entertainment (Also Fri 4am) | OPB Frontline The Astros Edge: Triumph and Scandal in Major League Baseball (R-Also Thu 7pm)

5 THURSDAY

7:00 OPB PBS NewsHour (Also Fri 12am) | OPB Frontline The Astros Edge: Triumph and Scandal in Major League Baseball (R)

8:00 OPB Oregon Art Beat LaRhonda & Lauren Steele. LaRhonda and her daughter Lauren have blazed their own paths in the Portland music scene. @ (Also Sun 6pm) | OPB

6 FRIDAY

7:00 OPB PBS NewsHour (Also Sat 12am) | OPB Singing Our Way to Freedom (R)

8:00 OPB The Indian Doctor Season 2: The Miracle. Prem waits for a vaccination unit. @ (Also Mon 1am) | OPB Washington Week With the Atlantic (Also Sun 4:30pm OPB)

Little Bird

Bezihg Little Bird, an Indigenous woman raised in an affluent Jewish family, embarks on a quest to find her birth family. Along the way, she unravels the mystery behind her adoption and uncovers the tragic story of a family torn apart during the Sixties Scoop.

Thursday at 9pm, starting October 12

OPB

AfroPop: The Ultimate Cultural Exchange Bakosó: Afrobeats of Cuba

8:30 OPB Oregon Field Guide Klamath Dam Removal. The largest dam removal project in the U.S. is underway, without profound implications for tribes and other residents, as well as wildlife. @ (Also Sun 6:30pm)

9:00 OPB Our House Ep 4. Fi discovers the truth. @ (Also Sun 2am) | OPB America ReFramed We Like It Like That. In the 1960s, Boogalo was a vibrant cultural expression. (Also Sat 7pm)

10:00 OPB Luna & Sophie Season 2: The Container. A mysterious container appears. @ (Also Sun 3am)

10:30 OPB POV Shorts You Are My Sunshine (Also Sat 8:30pm)

11:00 OPB Masterpiece Beecham House. Ep 6. John learns who betrayed him. (Also Sun 4am) | OPB Singing Our Way to Freedom A farmworker received one of the nation's highest musical honors. (Also Fri 7pm)
8:30 OPB Oregon Art Beat Breaking the Mold. Jesus Torralba's wildly distinctive murals live throughout Portland.

9:00 OPB Doc Martin Season 9: To the Lighthouse. Martin’s medical career is under scrutiny. (Also Mon 2am) | OPB Becoming Frida Kahlo The Making and Breaking. Explore Kahlo’s early life.

10:00 OPB Marriage Ep 1. Married couple Ian and Emma navigate a long-term intimate relationship. (Also Mon 3am) | OPB Becoming Frida Kahlo Love and Loss. Kahlo and Rivera journey to America. (Also Mon 7pm)

11:00 OPB Masterpiece Atlantic Crossing: Empty Promises. Martha employs dinner-table tactics. (Also Mon 4am) | OPB Becoming Frida Kahlo A Star Is Born (R-Also Mon 8pm)

7 SATURDAY

5:00 OPB This Old House Lexington: Shore We Can (Also Mon 6pm) | OPB Building the American Dream Immigrant construction workers seek equality. (Also Sat 9pm)

5:30 OPB PBS News Weekend

6:00 OPB Start Up Baobab Fare: Detroit, MI/ Yaupon Wellness Company: Savannah, GA | OPB American Masters Orozco: Man of Fire. Explore the life of Mexican muralist José Clemente Orozco. (Also Sat 10pm)

7:00 OPB All-Star Orchestra Celebrating Unity Around the World (Also Sun 9am) | OPB America ReFramed We Like It Like That (R-Also Sat 11pm)

8:00 OPB Masterpiece Downton Abbey: Season 4, Ep 2. Gregson impresses Robert.

8:30 OPB POV Shorts You Are My Sunshine (R)

9:00 Building the American Dream (R)

9:30 OPB Secrets of the Museum Eps 1&2. Go behind the scenes at the Victoria and Albert Museum.

10:00 OPB American Masters Orozco: Man of Fire (R)

11:00 OPB America ReFramed We Like It Like That (R)

11:30 OPB On Story A Conversation With Rob Thomas

8 SUNDAY

5:00 OPB Firing Line With Margaret Hoover | OPB America Outdoors With Baratunde Thurston Utah: Choose Your Path (R)

5:30 OPB PBS News Weekend

6:00 OPB Oregon Art Beat LaRhonda & Lauren Steele (R) | OPB Finding Your Roots Family: Lost and Found (R-Also Sun 10pm)

6:30 OPB Oregon Field Guide Klamath Dam Removal (R)

7:00 OPB Help! We Bought a Village Ep 7 (Also Mon 12am) | OPB American Masters Max Roach: The Drum Also Waltzes. Experience the groundbreaking sounds of a bebop pioneer. (Also Sun 11pm)

8:00 OPB Professor T Season 2: Swansong. A police officer’s body is discovered. (Also Tue 1am)

8:30 OPB The David Rubenstein Show: Peer to Peer Conversations Wynton Marsalis

9:00 OPB Masterpiece Unforgotten: Season 5, Ep 6. Can the team solve the case? (Also Tue 2am) | OPB America Outdoors With Baratunde Thurston Utah: Choose Your Path (R)

10:00 OPB Masterpiece Van der Valk: Season 5, Ep 6. The team investigates an occult-related death. (Also Tue 3am) | OPB Finding Your Roots Family: Lost and Found (R)

11:00 OPB Masterpiece Baptiste: Season 1, Ep 5. Julien plots to frame Constantin. (Also Tue 4am) | OPB American Masters Max Roach: The Drum Also Waltzes (R-Also Sat 1am OPB)

9 MONDAY

7:00 OPB PBS Newshour | OPB Becoming Frida Kahlo Love and Loss/A Star Is Born (R)

8:00 OPB Antiques Roadshow Vintage Hartford 2023, Hr 2 (Also Wed 1am)

9:00 OPB Oregon Experience Reed: Reed College has cultivated extraordinary individuals since its founding. (Also Wed 2am) | OPB Our Time Immigration

9:30 OPB Independent Lens Missing in Brooks County. A detective offers hope to migrants’ families.

10:00 OPB Antiques Roadshow Vintage Las Vegas 2021, Hr 2 (Also Wed 3am)

11:00 OPB Independent Lens El Equipo. An unlikely collaboration changes the course of forensic science and human rights. (Also Wed 9:30pm OPB) | OPB Our Time Immigrants and Refugees: Las Hijas (the Daughters) and Leaving Africa (Also Tue 7pm)

11:30 OPB Stories From the Stage Defining Moment (Also Tue 7:30pm)

10 TUESDAY

7:00 OPB PBS Newshour (Also Wed 12am) | OPB Our Time Immigrants and Refugees: Las Hijas (the Daughters) and Leaving Africa (R)

7:30 OPB Stories From the Stage Defining Moment (R)

8:00 OPB Finding Your Roots Chosen. Featuring actors David Duchovny and Richard

Thank you to our members for supporting original OPB series!

25 Years of Oregon Art Beat

The award-winning program that profiles the region’s artists is celebrating 25 seasons! Catch episodes Thursdays at 8pm on OPB TV, including the new season premiere on October 5.

Want more Oregon Art Beat?

Executive Producer Jessica Martin recommends ‘Woven Together’ and ‘A Great and Continuous Unfolding,’ available to watch on the PBS App or on watch.opb.org.

35 Years of Oregon Field Guide

Continue exploring the ecological issues and natural wonders of the Pacific Northwest with Oregon Field Guide’s 35th season. The award-winning series airs Thursdays at 8:30pm on OPB TV, and don’t forget to tune in to the season premiere on October 5.

Want more Oregon Field Guide?

Executive Producer Ed Jahn recommends ‘The Mind of an Octopus’ and ‘Gorge Gliders,’ available to watch on the PBS App or on watch.opb.org.
10:00 OPB Evolution Earth Grasslands (R)

11:00 OPB Almost an Island An Inupiaq family in Alaska practices subsistence traditions. (Also Thu 4am) | OPB Power Trip: The Story of Energy Globalization (Also Wed 7pm)

12 WEDNESDAY

7:00 OPB PBS NewsHour (Also Thu 12am) | OPB Power Trip: The Story of Energy Globalization (R-Also Wed 10/18 11pm OPB)

8:00 OPB America Outdoors With Baratunde Thurston Maine: Embrace the Cold. Mainers embrace long winters. (Also Sun 5pm OPB) | OPB Across the Pacific Latin Laboratory

9:00 OPB NOVA Ancient Earth: Frozen. How did life survive on a planet covered in ice? (Also Tue 9pm OPB) | OPB Becoming Johanna: A transgender Latina's life is upended after beginning her transition. (Also Sat 6:30pm OPB)

9:30 OPB Independent Lens El Equipo (R)

10:00 OPB Secrets of the Dead The Sunken Basilica. Uncover the sunken remains of a 4th century basilica. (Also Tue 10pm OPB)

11:00 OPB Power Trip: The Story of Energy Culture (R-Also Fri 4am) | OPB Frontline Elon Musk’s Twitter Takeover (R-Also Thu 7pm)

13 FRIDAY

7:00 OPB PBS NewsHour (Also Sat 12am) | OPB The Definition of Insanity (R)

8:00 OPB The Indian Doctor Season 2: Quarantine. Supplies in the village run low. (Also Mon 1am) | OPB Washington Week With the Atlantic (Also Sun 4:30pm OPB)

8:30 OPB Oregon Art Beat The Medium Is the Message. Andi Kovel and Justin Parker push the boundaries of glassblowing.

9:00 OPB Doc Martin Season 9: The Shock of the New. Martin must pass three refresher courses. (Also Mon 2am) | OPB Free To Speak Thought Police. Discover how free speech is necessary for human survival.

10:00 OPB Marriage Ep 2. Ian looks for a job. (Also Mon 3am) | OPB Free To Speak The One True Faith / The Speech We Hate (Also Mon 7pm)

11:00 OPB Masterpiece Atlantic Crossing: The Giant Awakes. America enters the war. (Also Mon 4am)

14 SATURDAY

5:00 OPB This Old House Lexington: The Big Dig (Also Mon 6pm) | OPB POVs Landfall. Puerto Ricans meet a social inflection point. (Also Sat 9pm)

5:30 OPB PBS News Weekend

6:00 OPB Start Up Apogee Air: Waterford, MI: Bitty and Beau’s Coffee: Wilmington, NC

6:30 OPB Becoming Johanna (R-Also Sat 10:30pm)

7:00 OPB All-Star Orchestra The Pines of Rome, and the Restless Sea (Also Sun 9am) | OPB America ReFramed Busy Inside (R-Also Sat 11pm)

8:00 OPB Masterpiece Downton Abbey: Season 4, Ep 3. Love is in the air. | OPB Code Name: Ayalon (R)

9:00 OPB POVs Landfall (R)

9:30 OPB Secrets of the Museum Eps 3&4: A Mary Quant minidress gets deep cleaned. (R)

10:30 OPB Becoming Johanna (R)

11:00 OPB America ReFramed Busy Inside (R)

11:30 OPB On Story Sci-Fi Storytelling With Marc Bernardin & Beau Demayo

POV

Aurora’s Sunrise

In this semi-animated documentary based on the real-life story of Arshaluys (Aurora) Mardiganian, uncover the harrowing tale of a survivor of the 1915 Armenian genocide. Aurora lost her family, fled slavery and after escaping to America, became the face of a massive humanitarian campaign.

Monday, October 23, 11pm OPB
16 MONDAY
7:00 OPB PBS NewsHour (Also Tue 12am) | OPBC Free To Speak The One True Faith/ The Speech We Hate (R)
8:00 OPB The American Buffalo Blood Memory: America’s national mammal is on the brink of extinction. (Also Mon 10pm)
9:00 OPBC Poet of the Piano: Fuziko Hemming, on a Journey to Chopin’s Mallorca
10:00 OPB The American Buffalo Blood Memory (R-Also Fri 10pm OPBC) | OPBC Behind the Strings Four Chinese musicians fled to the U.S.
11:00 OPBC Our Time Blindness and Autism: Blind Sighted & a Lonely Highway (Also Tue 7pm)
11:30 OPBC Stories From the Stage Flourishing in the Desert (Also Tue 7:30pm)

17 TUESDAY
7:00 OPB PBS NewsHour (Also Wed 12am) | OPBC Our Time Blindness and Autism: Blind Sighted & a Lonely Highway (R)
7:30 OPBC Stories From the Stage Flourishing in the Desert (R)
8:00 OPB The American Buffalo Into the Storm. An improbable group rescues the mammal from extinction. (Also Tue 10pm) | OPBC NOVA Beyond the Elements: Life
9:00 OPBC NOVA Ancient Earth: Frozen (R)
10:00 OPB The American Buffalo Into the Storm (R-Also Fri 10/27 OPBC) | OPBC Secrets of the Dead The Sunken Basilica (R)
11:00 OPBC The Good Road Mosul, Iraq: Hardwired/Northern Iraq (Also Wed 7pm)

18 WEDNESDAY
7:00 OPB PBS NewsHour (Also Thu 12am) | OPBC The Good Road Mosul, Iraq: Hardwired/Northern Iraq (R)
8:00 OPB Nature The Platypus Guardian. Peter Walsh saves platypuses from urban development. Photo: © Pete Walsh (Also Sun 5pm OPBC) | OPBC Across the Pacific Another Ocean
9:00 OPBC NOVA Ancient Earth: Life Rising. See how life made the leap to land. (Also Tue 9pm OPBC) | OPBC POV Shorts Le Frère
9:30 OPBC POV My Way to Olympia. Go inside the London Paralympics.
10:00 OPB Secrets of the Dead Jurassic Fortunes. Discover the world of dinosaur fossil collecting. (Also Tue 10pm OPBC)
10:30 OPBC POV I Didn’t See You There. A disabled filmmaker explores a circus tent outside his home. (Also Thu 7pm)
11:00 OPB Power Trip: The Story of Energy Globalization (R-Also Fri 4am)

19 THURSDAY
7:00 OPB PBS NewsHour (Also Fri 12am) | OPBC POV I Didn’t See You There (R)
8:00 OPB Oregon Art Beat Reclamation. Meet hip hop artist and Portland Poetry Slam champion Mic Crenshaw. (Also Sun 6pm)
8:30 OPB Oregon Field Guide Abandoned Oregon. Ghost towns entice a cult of followers. (Also Sun 6:30pm) | OPBC Reel South: Hindsight Vol 1
9:00 OPB Little Bird So Put Together. Esther uproots her life. (Also Sun 2am) | OPBC America ReFramed Little Miss Westie. Two transgender siblings navigate growing up. (Also Sat 7pm)
10:00 OPB Luna & Sophie Season 2: The Suicide Tree. A botany professor collapses. (Also Sun 3am)
10:30 OPBC Penny: Champion of the Marginalized Meet a celebrated criminal defense attorney. (Also Sat 8:30pm)
11:00 OPB Masterpiece All Creatures Great and Small: Season 1, Ep 2. Siegfried’s brother arrives. (Also Sun 4am) | OPBC Reel South A Run for More (Also Fri 7pm)

20 FRIDAY
7:00 OPB PBS NewsHour (Also Sat 12am) | OPBC Reel South A Run for More (R)
8:00 OPB The Indian Doctor Season 2: The Source. The smallpox outbreak is under control. (Also Mon 1am) | OPBC Washington Week With the Atlantic (Also Sun 4:30pm OPB)
9:00 OPB Doc Martin Season 9. S.W.A.L.K. Ruth becomes more forgetful. (Also Mon 2am) | OPBC Buffalo Soldiers: Fighting on Two Fronts: A Local, USA Special Explore the often-contradictory role played by Black soldiers in American history.
10:00 OPB Art21: Art in the Twenty-First Century Friends & Strangers. Artists build community. (Also Sun 1pm) | OPBC The American Buffalo Blood Memory (R-Also Mon 7pm)
11:00 OPB Masterpiece Atlantic Crossing: The Gift. Martha travels to England. (Also Mon 4am)
21 SATURDAY
5:00  OPB This Old House Lexington: Engineered for Accessibility @ (Also Mon 6pm) | OPB American Buffalo Blood Memory
College Behind Bars Pts 1&2 (Also Sat 9pm)
5:30  OPB PBS News Weekend
6:00  OPB Start Up Brian Lefele: St. Clair Shores, Mi/Big Bon Family: Savannah, GA
7:00  OPB All-Star Orchestra Vienna Dreams and Barcelona Visions ☞ (Also Sun 9am) | OPB America ReFramed Little Miss Westie (R-Also Sat 11pm)
8:00  OPB Masterpiece Downton Abbey: Season 4, Ep 4. Bates learn what’s troubling Anna.
8:30  OPB Penny: Champion of the Marginalized (R)
9:00  OPB College Behind Bars Pts 1&2 (R)
9:30  OPB Secrets of the Museum Eps 5&6. Shakespeare’s First Folio is repaired. ☞
11:00  OPB America ReFramed Little Miss Westie (R)
11:30  OPB On Story A Conversation With Sarah Polley
22 SUNDAY
5:00  OPB Firing Line With Margaret Hoover | OPB Nature The Platypus Guardian (R-Also Sun 9pm)
5:30  OPB PBS News Weekend
6:00  OPB Oregon Art Beat Reclamation (R) | OPB Out of Exile: The Photography of Fred Stein Fred was forced into exile by the Nazis in 1933. ☞ (Also Sun 10pm)
6:30  OPB Oregon Field Guide Abandoned Oregon (R)
7:00  OPB Help! We Bought a Village Ep 9 ☞ (Also Mon 12am) | OPB American Experience American Oz. Meet the man behind ‘The Wonderful Wizard of Oz.’ (Also Sun 11pm)
8:00  OPB Hotel Portofino Season 2: Alliances. Cecil tries to buy back Bella’s affections. ☞ (Also Tue 1am)
9:00  OPB Masterpiece World on Fire: Season 2, Ep 2. Harry struggles with desert combat. ☞ (Also Tue 2am) | OPB Nature The Platypus Guardian (R)
10:00  OPB Masterpiece Annika: Season 2, Ep 2. Annika investigates the death of a released prisoner. ☞ (Also Tue 3am) | OPB Out of Exile: The Photography of Fred Stein (R)
11:00  OPB Masterpiece Baptiste: Season 2, Ep 1. Baptiste helps the British Ambassador find her missing family. (Also Tue 4am) | OPB American Experience American Oz (R)
23 MONDAY
7:00  OPB PBS NewsHour | OPB Antiques Roadshow Vintage Chattanooga, Hr 1 ☞ (Also Wed 1am)
8:00  OPB Antiques Roadshow Vintage Wichita (Also Wed 3am) | OPB America ReFramed Little Miss Westie (R-Also Sat 11pm)
9:00  OPB Class of 2025: Sophomore Year See callout on page 5. ☞ (Also Wed 2am) | OPB Journey Through Breast Cancer ☞
9:30  OPB Oregon Experience State of Jefferson. Learn the origins of an enduring urban-rural divide. (Also Wed 2:30am)
10:00  OPB Antiques Roadshow Vintage Wichita (Also Wed 3am) | OPB Oceans of Pink Dragon boat racing is popular for Florida breast cancer survivors.
11:00  OPB POV Aurora’s Sunrise: See callout on page 4. ☞ (Also Wed 10:30pm OPB) | OPB Our Time Protecting Families: Skinned Knees and Kik-Mei! (Also Tue 7pm)
11:30  OPB Stories From the Stage On Sacred Ground (Also Tue 7:30pm)
24 TUESDAY
7:00  OPB PBS NewsHour (Also Wed 12am) | OPB Our Time Protecting Families: Skinned Knees and Kik-Mei! (R)
7:30  OPB Stories From the Stage On Sacred Ground (R)
8:00  OPB Finding Your Roots And Still I Rise. Featuring activist Angela Y. Davis and statesman Jeh Johnson. (Also Sun 6pm OPB) | OPB The Green Planet Tropical Worlds
9:00  OPB Native America New Worlds. Native innovators lead a cultural revolution. ☞ (Also Fri 9pm OPB) | OPB NOVA Ancient Earth: Life Rising (R)
10:00  OPB Bring Her Home Indigenous women fight to vindicate missing and murdered relatives. (Also Thu 3am) | OPB Secrets of the Dead Jurassic Fortunes (R)
11:00  OPB Rising Voices/Hothaninpi Discover the disappearing language on the Lakota nation. (Also Thu 4am) | OPB The Good Road St. Thomas, Usvi: Not Just a Rock/Nashville, TN: Lost and Found on Jefferson St. (Also Wed 7pm)
25 WEDNESDAY
7:00  OPB PBS NewsHour (Also Thu 12am) | OPB The Good Road St. Thomas, Usvi: Not Just a Rock/Nashville, TN: Lost and Found on Jefferson St. (R)
8:00  OPB Spy in the Ocean: A Nature Miniseries Deep Thinkers. New spy creatures reveal an ocean full of intelligence. ☞ (Also Sun 10am) | OPB Native America From

The American Buffalo
Watch it on the PBS App
Stream Ken Burns’ latest film, The American Buffalo, with the free PBS App starting October 16 after its broadcast premiere.
In this two-part series, journey through more than 10,000 years of North American history and across some of the continent’s most iconic landscapes, tracing the mammal’s evolution, its significance to the Great Plains and, most importantly, its relationship to the Indigenous People of North America.
You can stream this and more, like Oregon Field Guide’s ‘Bison Ranching’ episode, with the PBS App or on watch.opb.org.
Download the free PBS App to start watching The American Buffalo on October 16!

Caves to Cosmos. Learn about America’s First Peoples.
9:00  OPB NOVA Ancient Earth: Inferno. How did life bounce back after a cataclysmic extinction? ☞ (Also Tue 9pm OPB) | OPB Repairing the World: Stories From the Tree of Life Pittsburgh’s community responds to hate after assaults on congregations. ☞
10:00  OPB Secrets of the Dead Eiffel’s Race to the Top. Hard work and vision brought the Eiffel Tower to architectural history. ☞ (Also Tue 10pm OPB)
10:30  OPB POV Aurora’s Sunrise (R-Also Thu 7pm)
11:00  OPB Indigenize the Plate Explore the connection between food sustainability and cultural sustainability for Indigenous communities. ☞ (Also Fri 4am)
26 THURSDAY

7:00  OPB PBS NewsHour (Also Fri 12am) | OPB® OVPO Aurora’s Sunrise (R)

8:00  OPB Oregon Art Beat The Secret Life of Familiar Objects. Beaverton artist Allison Wonder creates custom props, costumes and sets for dolls. (Also Sun 6pm)

8:30  OPB Oregon Field Guide Columbia River Water Trail. Explore the river’s 140-mile kayak trail. (Also Sun 6:30pm) | OPB® Reel South: Hindsight Vol 2

9:00  OPB Little Bird The Land That Takes You. Little Bird is desperate to find her family. (Also Sun 2am) | OPB® America ReFramed No Time to Fail. Election administrators are the ground zero of American democracy. (Also Sat 7pm)

10:00 OPB Luna & Sophie Season 2: The Curse of the Good Deed. A homeless man is found dead. (Also Sun 3am)

10:30 OPB Rosemary Follow the political campaign of West Virginia’s first openly transgender official. (Also Sat 8:30pm)

11:00  OPB Masterpiece All Creatures Great and Small Season 1, Ep 3. James must save an ailing racehorse. (Also Sun 4am) | OPB® Women and the Vote (Also Fri 7pm)

27 FRIDAY

7:00  OPB PBS NewsHour (Also Sat 12am) | OPB® Women and the Vote (R)

8:00  OPB The Indian Doctor Season 3: The Prodigals’ Return. Sons of the local mine owner return. (Also Mon 1am) | OPB® Washington Week With the Atlantic (Also Sun 4:30pm OPB)

8:30  OPB Oregon Art Beat The Art of Patience. Richard Reames grows trees into fantastical shapes.

9:00  OPB Doc Martin Season 9: Paint It Black. Martin has his second assignment. (Also Mon 2am) | OPB® Native America New Worlds (R)

10:00  OPB Marriage Ep 3. Emma attends a conference. (Also Mon 3am) | OPB® The American Buffalo Into the Storm (R-Also Mon 7pm)

11:00  OPB Masterpiece Atlantic Crossing: A Queen Returns. Olav tries to keep Norway out of the clutches of the Soviets. (Also Mon 4am)

28 SATURDAY

5:00  OPB This Old House Lexington: Gone Geo © (Also Mon 6pm) | OPB® College Behind Bars Pts 3 & 4 (Also Sat 9pm)

5:30  OPB PBS News Weekend

6:00  OPB Start Up East End Market: Orlando, FL/ Mother Trucker Yoga: Hartford, WI

7:00  OPB All-Star Orchestra Free But Happy: Brahms’ 3rd Symphony © (Also Sun 9am) | OPB® America ReFramed No Time to Fail (R-Also Sat 11pm)

8:00  OPB Masterpiece Downton Abbey: Season 4, Ep 5. Edith gets troubling news.

8:30  OPB Rosemary (R)

9:00  OPB® College Behind Bars Pts 3 & 4 (R)


11:00  OPB® America ReFramed No Time to Fail (R)

11:30  OPB On Story A Conversation With Darren Aronofsky

29 SUNDAY

5:00  OPB Firing Line With Margaret Hoover | OPB® Spy in the Wild: A Nature Miniserieis Love (Also Sun 9pm)

5:30  OPB PBS News Weekend

6:00  OPB Oregon Art Beat The Secret Life of Familiar Objects (R) | OPB® Finding Your Roots And Still I Rise (R-Also Sun 10pm)

6:30  OPB Oregon Field Guide Columbia River Water Trail (R)

7:00  OPB Help! We Bought a Village Ep 10 © (Also Mon 12am) | OPB® American Experience Zora Neale Hurston: Claiming a Space. The influential anthropologist’s work honored Black lives. (Also Sun 11pm)

8:00  OPB Hotel PortoFino Season 2: Comings Together. Cecil becomes embroiled with gangsters. (Also Tue 1am)

9:00  OPB Masterpiece World On Fire: Season 2, Ep 3. Stan and Rajib retreat. (Also Tue 2am) | OPB® Spy in the Wild: A Nature Miniseries Love (R)

10:00  OPB Masterpiece Annika: Season 2, Ep 3. Annika investigates the death of a Scottish millionaire. (Also Tue 3am) | OPB® Finding Your Roots And Still I Rise (R)

11:00  OPB Masterpiece Baptiste: Season 2, Ep 2. Julien and Zsofia track down the tattooed man. (Also Tue 4am) | OPB® American Experience Zora Neale Hurston: Claiming a Space (R)

30 MONDAY

7:00  OPB PBS NewsHour | OPB® The American Buffalo Into the Storm (R)

8:00  OPB Antiques Roadshow Thrills & Chills © (Also Wed 1am)

9:00  OPB Oregon Experience The River They Saw. See the Columbia River Gorge through rarely seen early photographs. (Also Wed 2am) | OPB® Independent Lens Matter of Mind: My ALS. Three people with ALS bravely face life with this debilitating illness.

10:00  OPB American Experience The War on Disco. Explore the cultural movement that gave rise to disco. (Also Wed 3am) | OPB® OVPO He’s My Brother. One sister assures a dignified life for her brother with disabilities.

11:00  OPB pov Fire Through Dry Grass. Young, Black and Brown disabled artists use their poetry to document their lives during COVID. (Also Wed 4am) | OPB® Our Time Trans Youth in America: Transforming Media and Re-Framing (Also Tue 7pm)

11:30  OPB® Stories From the Stage Siblings (Also Tue 7:30pm)

31 TUESDAY

7:00  OPB PBS NewsHour | OPB® Our Time Trans Youth in America: Transforming Media and Re-Framing (R)

7:30  OPB® Stories From the Stage Siblings (R)

8:00  OPB Finding Your Roots Anchorman. Featuring journalists Jim Acosta and Van Jones. (Also Thu 1am) | OPB® The Green Planet Water Worlds

9:00  OPB Native America Warrior Spirit. Warrior traditions connect people to combat, games and glory. (Also Thu 2am) | OPB® NOVA Ancient Earth: Inferno (R)

10:00  OPB Frontline McConnell, the GOP & the Court. Uncover how McConnell transformed U.S. politics. (Also Thu 3am) | OPB® Secrets of the Dead Eiffel’s Race to the Top (R)

11:00  OPB Native Art Now! Trace the evolution of contemporary Native art. (Also Thu 4am) | OPB® The Good Road Nashville, TN: Making Space/Cape Canaveral, Florida: Space Force, Go for Launch
OPB RADIO

MONDAY-FRIDAY
12am BBC World Service
5am Morning Edition
9am On Point
10am Here and Now
11am Here and Now | FRI Science Friday
Noon Think Out Loud®
1pm BBC Newshour
2pm The World
3pm All Things Considered
6pm Today, Explained
6:30 Marketplace
7pm Fresh Air | FRI It’s Been a Minute
8pm Think Out Loud® (R)
9pm 1A
10pm MON Latino USA (R) | TUE Reveal
WED Our Body Politic
THU Philosophy Talk
FRI The New Yorker Radio Hour
11pm BBC World Service

SATURDAY
12am BBC World Service
5am Weekend Edition
10am It’s Been a Minute (R)
11am Wait Wait ... Don’t Tell Me!
Noon Live Wire!
1pm Snap Judgment
2pm Planet Money & How I Built This
3pm TED Radio Hour
4pm On the Media
5pm All Things Considered
6pm This American Life
7pm Radiolab
8pm The Moth
9pm Snap Judgment (R)
10pm Live Wire! (R)
11pm BBC World Service

SUNDAY
12am BBC World Service
5am Weekend Edition
10am Wait Wait ... Don’t Tell Me! (R)
11am Freakonomics
Noon Hidden Brain
1pm Throughtline
2pm Code Switch & Life Kit
3pm Notes From America With Kai Wright
4pm Latino USA
5pm All Things Considered
6pm The Splendid Table
7pm The Archive Project
8pm BBC Arts Hour
9pm OPB Presents
10pm Travel With Rick Steves
11pm BBC Weekend

Photo courtesy of OPB/Todd Sonfleth. Alauna Grant gathers native sunflower seeds to replant after dam removal.

COMING IN NOVEMBER
OREGON EXPERIENCE
POOR FARMS

Oregon once required counties to care for their poorest residents. Government-funded relief institutions provided food, shelter and medical services throughout the state. However, the care varied widely. Some became homes for those in need, while others were like prisons.